Nation's eyes turn to Missouri in toss-up contest

U.S. SENATE
KANDER VS. BLUNT
BY CHUCK RAEASCH AND CELESTE BOTT
ASSOCIATED PRESS PHOTOS

In a political sea defined by intractable partisanship, Missouri’s battleground matchup carries some irony: Democratic Attorney General Chris Koster, a former Republican, faces Republican and former Navy SEAL Eric Greitens, who is a new Democrat. “That twist notwithstanding, Missouri voters going to the polls Tuesday should have no trouble distinguishing between the two candidates,” Missouri Rep.Healthy Repomore, who serves on Koster’s legislative leadership team, told St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
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Deciding if political experience is a plus or minus
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In a political sea defined by intractable partisanship, Missouri’s battleground matchup carries some irony: Democratic Attorney General Chris Koster, a former Republican, faces Republican and former Navy SEAL Eric Greitens, who is a new Democrat. “That twist notwithstanding, Missouri voters going to the polls Tuesday should have no trouble distinguishing between the two candidates,” Missouri Rep.Healthy Repomore, who serves on Koster’s legislative leadership team, told St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
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CLOSING ARGUMENTS
Americans stare across divide, nostalgic for certainty

U.S. PRESIDENT
CLINTON VS. TRUMP
BY ASAD GHALLI • ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON • As Americans weather the final days of a campaign cycle filled with taunts and anger, the nation indeed finds itself at a troubling crossroads. Americans are split over immigration, the changes wrought by globalization, the treatment of minorities and the threat of terrorism. But partnership, long rising, has lowered much of today’s current dis-satisfaction in global politics, in general. Washington stands divided.
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